Serving Your Subscribers with Home Automation.
For 25 years, URC has set the higher standard for control and home automation technology to make it easy for everyone to use.

As the leading supplier of remote controls and home automation systems to consumers, subscription broadcast providers, custom installation professionals and OEM partners, URC has depth of technology and experience unmatched by any other company.
Your Partner in Technology –
From One Room to the Whole House

URC controls are in more homes than any other company. In fact, we practically invented Audio and Video control, having served numerous top cable providers, thousands of integration professionals, countless OEM partners and millions of consumers worldwide.

From one room to the entire house and beyond, we’re the partner of choice as you move into this growing home automation market.

Through our comprehensive line of home automation products and technologies we can help you provide far better experiences and an easy-to-use system for your customers.

URC offers powerful solutions to control music, video, lighting, climate, security, door locks and more.
Simple, Yet Powerful System
Integration Begins Here

With an ever-increasing number of components at home and the demand for centralized operations, simple control becomes even more important. Consumers have Audio and Video products to navigate, lights and thermostats to control, security systems to monitor and more.

URC offers state-of-the-art whole-house control that brings together Audio and Video, lights, thermostats, shades, security cameras and door locks into one simple system that’s so easy for everyone to use.
Access and Control Music & Video
All Around the House

One touch on a URC remote, keypad or mobile device provides full access to all entertainment and sets the scene exactly how you want – drop the shades, dim the lights, turn on the TV and surround sound and select your favorite channel or movie to enjoy!

Remotes
Keypads
Touchscreens
Mobile Apps

Now that virtually any product can be incorporated into our system, one can benefit from URC’s array of devices to control these audio and video products.

We offer a full line of world-class remotes, keypads, touchscreens and mobile apps, all of which can be used alone or in combination with the others to bring everything together into one simple interface. URC also offers live on-screen video on the device!
Navigate with Our Dynamic On-screen Interface

With our dynamic on-screen interface remote control, your customers can navigate all their audio, video, lights, thermostats, security monitoring, energy consumption and other devices.

Simple-to-use menus also provide instant, elegant access to TV favorite channels and music from a variety of sources – without interrupting TV viewing.
Integrate with Practically All Audio Video and Home Automation Components with Our Control Devices

Deliver instant access to all entertainment and beyond. Customers can search and select favorite music from many formats, including Pandora, Rhapsody, internet music and CDs. It’s easy to select movies, games and TV programs from virtually any video source.

And, by interfacing directly with the cloud server, our R-1 remote can control home automation with ease. Using similar menus, customers can now access and control lights, temperature, security and more.
Automation for Security and Peace of Mind

Control a variety of surveillance cameras, third-party subsystems, doors locks and more.

Customers can see who’s at the door and check on the kids in the playroom from anywhere in the house. Or, monitor the home from the office, while on vacation, or any remote location from smartphones and tablets.

Incorporate IP cameras for live video monitoring inside and outside.

Indoor, Outdoor and Mini “Baby” IP Cameras

Touchscreens and Remotes for in-home video monitoring

iDevices for monitoring while away from home

Monitor and control door locks from anywhere.

Remotes provide visibility and ability to unlock doors from any room

iDevices for monitoring while away from home
Provide Seamless Lighting and Climate Control

Add lighting and climate controls to the system. Turn lights on and off or set lighting scenes while at home or away.

Adjust temperature for greater comfort, and even add control of shades to drop when ambient light changes. All of these can be accessed using our user-friendly devices.
Leading the Future of Home Automation

There’s no substitute for a great reputation. Look to URC, the prominent leader in control technology, for custom installation, commercial integration, specialized OEM applications and all of your home automation needs. For decades our excellence in quality, reliability and user interfaces have been legendary in the industry.

Contact URC at (800) 901-0800 or (914) 835-4484.

universalremote.com
What URC Customers Say

“We use it every day. It provides the ultimate control and flexibility for what our family needs.”
Adam, URC Total Control Homeowner
Tenafly, NJ

“We knew URC was the best way to go for our installations. We'd used other touchpad control systems in the past, and nothing works as well as Total Control.”
Dave, URC Total Control Professional Integrator
Buffalo, NY

“I just need mention how much the TRC-1280 and -780 set Total Control apart. Nobody, I mean nobody makes remotes that can compete with URC's.”
Dennis Burger, Industry Reviewer and Expert
Residential Systems and TechTell Magazine